
NON-SLIP BOARDS:

 • non-slip bottom

 • raised on three sides of the 
  boards, the edges prevent
  bread from slipping

 • great assistant for one-handed
  eating

 • the perfect addition for
  vegetables and fruits:
  the Food Preparation Help

 • available in two sizes

Please scan the code to watch

the product video: 

THE RED RANGE.

Eating and drinking habits often change in those 

affected by dementia: they have less hunger and 

thirst and no longer understand the need to eat 

or drink. The functional tableware by ORNAMIN 

is based on one main principle: eating is a visual 

process too. Clear shapes and contrasting colours 

help to make eating and drinking simpler and 

easier to do. Our tip: Red is the colour of dementia 

because it has a positive effect on the appetite, 

provides orientation and is a colour that those 

living with dementia can still recognise even in the 

advanced stages and it makes contrasts in colour 

easy to see. 

The plates, bowls, cups and boards are also cha-

racterised by their intuitive handling. The supporti-

ve features hidden in the design make everyday 

challenges easier to overcome. This promotes 

independence and a feeling of self-esteem. And: 

something that is practised everyday is harder to 
forget. 

Clear shapes and contrasting colours give orientation.

RAISED
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MUGS WITH INTERNAL CONE:

 • make drinking easier due to the   
  cone-shaped interior

 • handles allow secure hold

 • model 207: ergonomical XXL-handle 

 • model 815: two ergonomical 
  XXL-handles

 • thermal function keeps drinks warm  
  or cold as required

 • intuitive use

 

Please scan the code to watch

the product video:
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www.ornamin.co.uk/sloped-base www.ornamin.co.uk/internal-cone www.ornamin.co.uk/raised-edges

EATING AND 
DRINKING 
WITH
DEMENTIA
Aids, tips and ideas for
everyday life.

PLATES AND BOWL
WITH SLOPED BASE: 

 • make eating easier due to:

  • a sloped base  

  • a discreet protruding lip

  • a non-slip ring on the bottom

 • available in three sizes:
  Ø 15,5 cm, Ø 20 cm, Ø 26 cm

Please scan the code to watch

the product video:
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Two Handled Mug
with Internal Cone

Mug with
Internal Cone

815

905

207

Mug with
Internal Cone

Food Preparation 
Help

22 x 17 cm

28 x 21 cm



FINALLY DESIRE TO EAT AGAIN.

As popular wisdom goes, food and drink keep the 

body and soul together, are one of the joys of life 

and are partly responsible for physical and mental 

well-being. Changes related to dementia often 

have an impact on appetite and eating: when 

there is a decline in physical and mental capa-

bilities, eating and drinking becomes diffi cult for 

those affected. 

Thanks to the supportive features incorporated 

into the universal design, the colourful and functi-

onal tableware by ORNAMIN helps to retain and 

encourage independence and interest in eating 

and drinking. 

Contrasting, strong colours excite the appetite 

and provide orientation in a world where every-

thing seems confusing. With little tricks for prepara-

tion, laying the table and rituals, carers can ensure 

orientation and enjoyment at the table. 

OUR EATING AND DRINKING AIDS…

...help with retaining and promo-

ting independence thanks to their 

intuitive handling (universal design).

...provide orientation for those with 

limited vision thanks to the colourful 

contrasts.

...relieve those affected and their 

carers and helpers of some of the 

burden.

...make eating and drinking with 

limited motor skills in hands, arms 

and neck easier.

Please scan the code for

more information on the

supportive features:

THE COMMON DISEASE DEMENTIA.

In 2010, around 35 million people worldwide over 

the age of 60 fell victim to dementia. By 2030, it 

is predicted that this fi gure will rise to around 65 

million people. 

One possible sign of initial dementia-related 

changes is forgetfulness. It happens so gradually 

that relatives and those affected are not able or 

do not to want to recognise it until later on. The 

fear of receiving a fi rm diagnosis and knowing the 

possible course of the disease is too great. In our 

ageing society, the number of those affected by 

dementia is continuously increasing – but luckily, 

so is the amount of support and help available for 

everyday life. 

MORE INFORMATION
ABOUT DEMENTIA.

The Alzheimer’s Society gives you detailed  in-

formation about dementia on their homepage: 

www.alzheimers.org.uk.

In addition you can read on NHS Choices which 

support you can expect from Social Services and 

the NHS: www.nhs.uk.

Daniela, relative:
‘My grandmother has advanced 
dementia and eating indepen-
dently has long been diffi cult 
for her. Then we discovered the 
Plates with the Sloped Base by ORNAMIN and 
ever since, my grandmother has been able 
to eat her much-loved stews and soups again 
by herself.’ 

Anne, manager of a day centre:
‘The majority of our day guests 
exhibits signs of dementia, both 
physically and mentally. The 
tableware range with supporti-
ve features  by ORNAMIN enables everyone 
to eat independently. In addition, our day 
guests have chosen to drink more often since 
we started using the red cups by ORNAMIN. 
This is a huge advantage because the desire 
to drink often declines in old age. This is why 
I would be happy to recommend ORNAMIN 
tableware to our guests‘ families for use at 
home.’ 

‘My grandmother has advanced 

www.ornamin.co.uk/featureswww.alzheimers.org.uk
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